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“Fire safety management in Oil and Gas Industry” for
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Course on Financial Security Management

tion of the existing security situation and come out
with Emergency Responses.
The

following

Faculty

Members

conducted
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Course:·

Brigadier AK Pathak (Retd), IISSM, Col Vishu Sikka

“It is a very Nice

Mr Naresh Kumar, GAIL, Bawana, Delhi.
“The Programme is very interesting”

Rajinder Singh, GAIL, Jaipur
“It is a very Nice program for Fire Safety and
Security Professionals. The topics such as ESS,
Cyber security and Data Protection, Business
Continuity planning were very useful...”

DK Siwan, GAIL, Auraiya(UP)
“ It was nice and very informative program.
We can use its input in our organisations to improve Security & Safety.”
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“ Program Content is more with respect to time,
and literature distribution before start up..”
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Planning for Launch of New Course on
Financial Security Management
IISSM has been actively seeking to meet the demands of
training for the professionals since its inception. It has
been introducing new courses, designing/restructuring

existing courses and customising courses for the clients
since last 28 years. To meet the challenges of the modern era, IISSM is planning to launch new course on Financial Security for individual professionals as well as for Corporate houses. IISSM will now launch the first course on
“Financial Security for Professionals” in the month of
June 2019. The duration will be for one day and would
be conducted on a Sunday. The topics which will be
covered are : Introduction to Financial Security through
Wealth Creation, Investment and Portfolio Management
(Land/House/Shares/MFs/Commodities and Bonds), Tax
Planning and Management, Insurance & Future Security
and Internet Banking and Cyber Security.

“ Mr. Rajan K Medhekar, DG and the Team IISSM discussing with
one of the experts”
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Now whole
world is watching us as we
make progress
with the electioneering process across India and on 23
May 2019, we
would know the
outcome of the
polls. This time
again, it will be
another mammoth exercise
so far as our
democratic system is concerned and biggest in terms of
number of voters. It goes without saying that
all of us whosoever has attained the voting
age must cast
their ‘Vote’.

Dear Readers,
Greetings to you all!
Finally the long awaited season of spring visited and touched our
lives for about two weeks or so. Though, it was very short but certainly gave respite from the biting cold of the winter which was
pretty long (Nov- March) this year. But before we could enjoy the
serenity and colourful bounty of the nature, this year’s spring season
is gone. With the Baishaki, the summer has made an official entry
into the heartland of India.
On 24 March, 2019, ‘Trauma Centre’ of the All India Institute of
Medical Sciences (AIIMS) caught fire. Fortunately, no lives were lost
but it is a matter of serious concern. In the recent past, another Hospital (Fortis Hospital, NOIDA) was engulfed in fire and few lives were
lost. In fact, we have already experienced couple of fire accidents
in hotels, hospitals and other business organisations in last three
months across the country and that calls for a serious introspection.
It has been found that that these facilities were ill equipped in terms
of ‘Fire Fighting’ facilities leave aside ‘Fire Safety Clearance Certificate’ from the ‘Department of Fire Safety’. The Government of Delhi has cancelled licences of many hotels which were being run
mostly from independent Bunglows only after the loss of precious
lives in the fire accident of Hotel Arpit. If this be the case in Delhi,
the capital of India, one can imagine the situation of other cities
and muffassil towns! There is a need for implementing ‘Fire Safety
Regulations’ specially the National Building Code (Chapter 4) of
2005 duly revised in 2016 which pertains to Fire safety in High Rise
buildings.
Now whole world is watching us as we make progress with the electioneering process across India and on 23 May 2019, we would
know the outcome of the polls. This time again, it will be another
mammoth exercise so far as our democratic system is concerned
and biggest in terms of number of voters. It goes without saying that
all of us whosoever has attained the voting age must cast their
‘Vote’.
While the Business world is busy in making an assessment of annual
performances based on which they would be reviewing their market strategy to meet the challenges in the new financial year, we
the Indian people just celebrated the Indian New Year Vikrami
Sambat 2076. The new year of Vikrami Sambat calendar is celebrated on April 13/14/15 as Vaisakhi or Baisakhi and Hola Mohalla in
north India, Rongali Bihu in Assam, Tamil Putthnadu in Tamil Nadu,
Vishu in Kerala, Bishuva Sankranti in Odisha and Poila Boishakh in
West Bengal. This is the beauty of Indian culture that we have em-

braced the Gregorian calendar and celebrate the New Year with
the whole world on 01 January in western fashion but we celebrate
our own New Year in the same traditional way which is continuing
since Vedic era.
At the end, I wish you all a very happy ‘Nava Varsha’ of Vikrami
Sambat.

Thanks and Best Regards,
Col (Dr.) MP Sen
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